
Travel Guide To The Top 20 Things To Do In
London England
London, the capital of England, is a vibrant and historical city that attracts millions
of tourists every year. With its rich history, iconic landmarks, and diverse cultural
scene, there is no shortage of things to see and do in this bustling metropolis.
Whether you are a history buff, art enthusiast, shopaholic, or foodie, London
offers something for everyone. In this travel guide, we will take you through the
top 20 things to do in London, ensuring an unforgettable experience in this
glorious city.

1. Visit the Tower of London

The Tower of London is an awe-inspiring fortress located on the bank of the River
Thames. This historic castle is known for its rich and gruesome history, serving as
a royal palace, prison, and treasury over the centuries. Take a guided tour and
explore the Crown Jewels, the iconic White Tower, and hear tales of the Tower's
haunted past.

2. Explore the British Museum

The British Museum houses an extensive collection of art and artifacts from
around the world, spanning over two million years of history. From the Rosetta
Stone to the Egyptian mummies, the museum offers a glimpse into the world's
diverse cultures and civilizations. Admission is free, making it a must-visit for any
history lover.
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3. Take a Ride on the London Eye

Get a bird's-eye view of London by taking a ride on the iconic London Eye. This
giant Ferris wheel offers panoramic views of the city, including landmarks such as
Big Ben and Buckingham Palace. For an unforgettable experience, book a
champagne flight and enjoy a glass of bubbly while admiring the stunning
cityscape.

4. Stroll through Hyde Park

Escape the hustle and bustle of the city by taking a leisurely stroll through Hyde
Park. This expansive green space is perfect for picnics, jogging, or simply
relaxing. Don't miss the famous Speaker's Corner, where anyone can stand up
and address the crowd on any topic they choose.

5. Visit the Houses of Parliament and Big Ben

The iconic Houses of Parliament and Big Ben are a must-see when in London.
Take a guided tour of the historic building and learn about the country's political
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system. Be sure to snap a photo with the famous clock tower, which has become
a symbol of London.

6. Explore the Tate Modern

If you're an art lover, the Tate Modern is a must-visit. Located in a former power
station, this contemporary art museum houses an impressive collection of
modern and contemporary artworks. Admission is free, allowing you to explore
the world of art without breaking the bank.

7. Discover Buckingham Palace

No trip to London is complete without a visit to Buckingham Palace, the official
residence of the British monarch. Witness the Changing of the Guard ceremony,
where elaborately dressed soldiers march to Buckingham Palace with musical
accompaniment. Check the palace's website for the schedule and plan your visit
accordingly.

8. Take a River Thames Cruise

See the city from a different perspective by taking a leisurely cruise along the
River Thames. Enjoy a delicious meal onboard while passing by famous
landmarks such as Tower Bridge, St. Paul's Cathedral, and the Shard. It's a great
way to relax and soak in the beauty of London's skyline.

9. Visit the Victoria and Albert Museum

The Victoria and Albert Museum is the world's largest museum of art and design.
Explore its vast collection, which ranges from ceramics and sculptures to fashion
and furniture. From ancient artifacts to contemporary masterpieces, this museum
showcases the best of human creativity.

10. Wander through Camden Market



Camden Market is a vibrant and eclectic market located in the heart of north
London. With over 1,000 shops, stalls, and food vendors, you'll find everything
from vintage clothing to street food from around the world. Take your time to
browse and explore the unique offerings of this bustling market.

11. Experience the West End

The West End is London's theater district, renowned for its world-class shows
and performances. From musicals to plays, there is always something exciting
happening on stage. Book tickets to a show of your choice and indulge in a night
of theatrical excellence.

12. Explore the Natural History Museum

The Natural History Museum is a treasure trove of natural wonders. From life-size
dinosaur skeletons to stunning gemstones, the museum offers a fascinating
journey through the natural world. Don't miss the famous blue whale skeleton that
hangs from the ceiling in the central hall.

13. Indulge in Afternoon Tea

Experience a classic British tradition by indulging in afternoon tea. From fancy
five-star hotels to quaint tea rooms, there are plenty of places in London that offer
this delightful experience. Sip on a cup of tea and savor delicate sandwiches,
scones, and pastries – the perfect way to spend an afternoon.

14. Shop on Oxford Street

Oxford Street is London's most famous shopping destination, boasting an array of
shops, department stores, and boutiques. From high-street brands to luxury
labels, you'll find everything you need and more. Take your time to explore the
shops and indulge in some retail therapy.



15. Discover the Tower Bridge

The Tower Bridge is an iconic symbol of London's skyline. Take a tour of this
Victorian engineering marvel and learn about its history. Don't forget to walk
across the glass walkway, offering a unique perspective of the bustling river
below.

16. Visit the National Gallery

The National Gallery houses an exceptional collection of Western European
paintings. From Leonardo da Vinci's "The Virgin of the Rocks" to Van Gogh's
"Sunflowers," this museum is a paradise for art enthusiasts. Best of all, admission
is free, allowing you to immerse yourself in world-class art.

17. Explore the Greenwich Observatory

Head to Greenwich and visit the Royal Observatory, home to the prime meridian
of the world. Stand on the famous Greenwich Mean Time line and have one foot
in the eastern hemisphere and the other in the western hemisphere. You can also
explore the fascinating museum and planetarium on the site.

18. Enjoy a West End Shopping Experience on Carnaby Street

Carnaby Street is famous for its trendy and independent boutiques, making it a
must-visit for fashion lovers. From unique clothing to quirky accessories, you'll
find a range of stylish offerings in this vibrant shopping destination. Take your
time to explore the hidden gems and soak in the atmosphere.

19. Visit the St. Paul's Cathedral

St. Paul's Cathedral is an iconic landmark in London and one of the city's most
recognizable symbols. Take a guided tour and admire the stunning architecture,



ascend to the dome for breathtaking views of the city, and explore the crypt
where many historical figures are buried.

20. Take a Ghost Walk in the City of London

Discover the haunted side of London by joining a ghost walk in the City of
London. Guided by experienced storytellers, these tours will take you through the
dark alleyways and hidden corners, where tales of ghosts, ghouls, and historical
mysteries come to life. It's a spine-chilling and thrilling experience for those who
love the supernatural.

London is a city that never fails to enchant and captivate its visitors. With its rich
history, cultural diversity, and iconic landmarks, there is always something new to
discover and experience. Whether you're a first-time visitor or a seasoned
traveler to the city, this guide to the top 20 things to do in London will ensure that
you make the most of your time in this magnificent metropolis. So pack your
bags, book your tickets, and get ready for an unforgettable adventure in London,
England.
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London travel guide shows you the 20 best attractions and things to see and do
in London, Great Britain.

Museums and Art Galleries: Enjoy the best museums and art galleries in
London.

Maps: So you can find your way to each attraction.

Views: Where to go for fantastic views of the city.

Areas: Which parts of the city are the ‘must-sees’.

Click on the cover photo above to 'Look Inside'!

Some of the attractions covered:

The South Bank

Tower of London

Kew Gardens

St. Paul's Cathedral

Tate Modern

London has a large number of attractions so it can be hard to know which are
really worth a visit. In this guide you will find our Top 20 to the must see sights on
a trip to London.
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London is one of the world´s top tourist destinations, and with good reason!
It is a fabulous city full of entertaining attractions, historical museums, stunning
galleries, and relaxing parks.
London is a shopper’s paradise! With its large malls on the outskirts of the city,
and it’s many shopping streets, you will be kept very busy.

For those of you that prefer a nice beer or glass of wine you won’t be left out.
London has more than enough classy wine bars, and down to earth quaint British
pubs to keep you happy.
You will find some top football clubs with modern stadiums within the city and its
surroundings, and, of course, the stunning Wembley Stadium in the North of
London.

"Click on the Orange buy now button at the top right and grab your
copy now!"

What makes this London book unique is that the author Lynne Knightley has
visited the city, and its attractions personally, and many times! She uses all this
firsthand knowledge to create a travel book which readers love. This all makes for
a great experience when they visit London!

London: A Travel Guide to the Top 20 Things to Do in London is part of the CITY
SERIES by More Than Tourism.
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Collection Of The Most Inspiring Corporate
Communications Designers In The World
Corporate communication plays a vital role in shaping the image and
perception of a company. It involves conveying the organization's values,
goals, and messages to its...

The Railwayman Pocketbook Shire Library -
The Ultimate Guide for Train Enthusiasts!
Are you a train enthusiast looking for a comprehensive guide to expand
your knowledge and passion for railways? Look no further! The
Railwayman Pocketbook Shire Library is...

Unveiling the Hidden Beauty of Berlin City: The
Joseph Pearson Chronicles
Have you ever wondered about the secrets that lie within the bustling
streets of Berlin? The vibrant capital city of Germany is a melting pot of
history, culture, and art....

Toys To Knit Tracy Chapman: Unleash Your
Creativity with These Adorable Knitted Toys
Are you a knitting enthusiast looking for a new project? Look no further!
In this ultimate guide, we dive into the world of toys to knit Tracy
Chapman, offering you a...
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Delve into the Timeless Magic of the Don Want
No Sugar Heritage Collection
Are you ready for a journey through time? Step right into the captivating
world of the Don Want No Sugar Heritage Collection! This extraordinary
collection of artifacts...

How To Succeed As a Professional Truck Driver
Are you considering a career as a professional truck driver? Look no
further! In this article, we will guide you through the essential tips and
strategies to help you succeed...

Zen Attitude Rei Shimura Mysteries: Unlocking
a World of Intrigue and Serenity
Are you ready to embark on a thrilling journey that combines mystery,
suspense, and a deep exploration of Zen philosophy? Look no further
than the...
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